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CHAPTER I 
THE PURPOSE OF THE INVES'XIGATION AND DEFINITIONS 
OF TERMS USED 
The need for research in the marital attitudes of Air 
Force couples is immense. The Air Force marital counselor 
requ~res knowledge of the attitudes of the couples coming to 
him for aid in saving their marriages., The counselor looks 
fo~ empirical data on Air Force couples as a guide in 
counseling procedures only to discover that such data does 
not exist. Much data on the marital attitudes of civilian 
couples can be found, but this civilian data is applied to 
Air Force counseling with a doubt that it fits the Air Force 
situation. 'rhis research is an attempt to provide data 
useful in counseling Air Force couples in the Air Force 
setting. 
I. THE PURPOSE OF 'l•HJ£ INVESTIGA1I'ION 
'I'he purpose of this investigation is to present any 
variance of marital attitudes in four Air Force status 
groups. The research has both theoretical and practical 
import. 
There are two theoretical aspects: It is generally 
thought that marital roles are played differently in one 
status group than they are in another. If this 
\ 
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generalization is true for the four Air Porce statt.ls groups; 
unlike responses to marital questions will be the result. 
If it is no·ti true for the four groups, like responses will 
be evident. Another 8eneralization is that there are 
differential value systems of male and female marriage 
members. If in answer to marital questions, the male and 
female responses of Air Force couples are variant by rank, 
the generalization for these four groups is demonstrated. 
If the responses are not variant, the value systems for the 
seaes within the four groups are alike and the generaliza-
tion is not proven. 
The practical aspects flow from the theoretical. If 
it can be demonstrated that the four Air Force status groups 
display different marital roles and have various marital 
responses, Air Force counselors oan prepare four types of 
marital counseling procedures. 1l'hese counseling refinements 
could be of great value,. making for maximum effect in marital 
counseling. If such could not be demonstrated~ then other 
studies and refinements would be required. In either case, 
some knowledge and understanding would be added to the 
general body of knowledge and understanding now extant. 
II. DEFINITION'S OF TERMS 
~Force status srouEs• Status groups in the Air 
Force are distinct as stated in Air Force regulations. The 
hi~hest class is the officer class, the second highest is 
the sergeant class, the lowest, the airman class. '£his 
descending order of status, command and responsibility is a 
given and is not subject to speculation in its formal 
determination. '£hat is, an officer is an officer, not a 
sergeant or an airman. 'The officer might become a sergeant 
or an airman in very unusual situations but with the loss 
of officer status. For the purpose of this investigation, 
officers are divided into two groups: (1) Field Grade 
officers, which include General ranks, Colonel, Lieutenant 
Colonel, and Major, and (2) Company Grade officers, ·which 
include Captain, First Lieu·tenant, Second Lieutenant, and 
all grades of Warrant Officers. All Sergeant grades are 
ranked in one class, ranging from Chief b1aster Sergeant 
through Staff Se1•geant. Included in one class are all 
Airman, ranging from Airman First Class through Basic 
Airman. 
3 
Marital attitudes. Marital attitudes are interpreted 
as those responses by husband and wife to the Marriage 
Success Schedule as devised by Ernest W. Burgess and Paul 
Wallin. (~; S; AEEendix !; 59-62) The schedule is composed 
of questions based on various areas of married life. These 
questions are phrased in such a manner that a graded 
response is possible. The responses made by the husband and 
4 
wife may be identical o~ variant. It is possible, for 
example, for a husband to be extremely positive .in his 
responses to a high degree of love in his.marriage while his 
wife is extremely negative in her responses. Thus the wife 
has one attitude to ·the love element in the marriage while 
the husband has a different atti.tude .• 
Ma.rri!£, coupJ:es.. ·Mal;'p~.ed couples are considered as 
f/Any hu.sbe.nd and w1.fe who each completed the five sections of 
the Marital Success Sched.u le IJ.nder the direction of the 
investigator and apart from each other. 
III. ORGANIZA1'ION OF 'l'HESIS 
The organization of the remainder of this resecu"'ch 
includes: (1) a review of the literature and the research 
doneJ (2) a presentation of the status groups and the 
Marital Success Schedule; (3) a description of the two 
. 
research designs with the resultant statistics; and (4) 
summary and conclusions as well as future research needed. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE AND RESEARCH 
Three large bodi.es of literature and reseax•ch are 
available in the areas of (l) marriage and family sociology; 
(2) status and class; and (3) military sociology. These 
areas of writings and research provide copious materials 
unt1.1 the attempt is me.de to find materials which specifi• 
cally include all three areas. At this point, the search 
reveals 11 ttle. r~ore is uncovered when any two of these 
sets of knowledge converge~ The paucity of re~earch centers 
mainly about the rn:i.litary 1 particularly as it relates to the 
United States Air Force, and more particularly when a peace-
time Air Force is considered rather than a wartime institution. 
In brief, no research can be discovered which deals 
with the marital.relationships of Air Force couples in 
military status groups. 
I. LI'l1ERATURE AND RESEARCH BASIC TO INVESTIGATION 
Citations of literature and research in the field of 
this investigation are presented in summary: 
Burgess ~d Locke, after a long description of 
marriage and the family, have approached the subject of the 
measurement of marriage and class. One method of judging 
the success of a marriage is in "the expectations of the 
t l-
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social c).ass to which the family belongs •" ( g,; 4-34.). The 
assumptlon is that the ex.pecta.t:tons of soc:!.al class and 
marriage would correspond. The criteria are the beliefs of 
different classes concerning mar•i tal l:tfe. No research is 
listed, but a list of the mar.ital class expectations of the 
upper middle class are given in which inclusion. is made of 
love and compatibility of' spouses; the acquiring and social-
ization of children; the husband as provide:t> for the f'amily; 
the wife a good housekeeper;. that joint. :marital decisions be 
made; pa.rticipation of spouses in outside interests; t;he wife 
should have an interest outside the home; at least one 
project for all. members of the family; an.d a permanent union 
unbroken by revealing dif':ferences l')Ubl:tcly. Burgess and 
Locke add that psychogen~c traits of husbands and wives 
might challenge the results of class and marital research. 
The impact of the war period on marital relations is t:r>eated 
with class omitted. (g; 4-3? .. )+36, 663 ... 70$). The main value 
of this study is that it outllnes areas t~hich could be 
incltlded in a study of marrlage and class tdth the need of 
such research noted. 
Burgess and Wallin provide the basic instrument for 
the research under consideration, and have done much work in 
marital attitudes and expectations. 'I'hey suggest research 
in marital attitudes and cla.ss., spetd.fically in that their 
s tu.dy shows 11 that ideali:a:s.tion ve.l"ies with education,. which 
7 
is 6i. rough index of class. 11 (.!1; 773}. ':ehe.y also state that 
11 an outstanding characteristic of social classes and o:r 
ethnic groups is the difference among them ln the expecta ... 
tions of marriage." (,!t; 773). Burgess and Wallin say of 
their IVla.rital success Schedule that it is free of value 
judgment, measuring the degree of happiness and satisfaction 
of husband and wife rather than social class values or 
regional or ethnic groups. However, they qualify this in 
the following statement= 
Contrary to the statements of critics, and even of 
the au·t;hor·s of the composite index,~~ it appears from 
the evidence to be applicable to widely different 
economic and socia.l classes, to various educatlon.nl 
levels, to different regions of the country, to rural 
•s well as urban dwellers, to different races (white, 
Negroj and Mon~olian) and to other countries as Sweden 
and China." (a; So5~So6). 
The writings and the r·esearch of Burgess and Wallin have 
been dee:tstve in the preparation of this :tnvestiga.tion and 
will later' be dealt with in more detail... (~j 288, 505·506i 
773-775). 
Morris Janowitz conducted research with the officer 
professionals of the American military as compared with the 
military of other nations. He studied historienl and docu ... 
menta.ry ma:~erlal.s; the social backgrounds of 760 generals 
and admirals Slppointed since 1910; questionnaires st..tbmitted 
to $50 Pentagon staff officers~ and personal interviews with 
11.3 officers. Wh:i.le much of his rna. terial concerns the upper 
ext:z:•eme o.f the off:tcer class, a few items are pertinent to 
r. 
I 
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this investigation as far as they are concerned with lesser 
officers in the study. He found that the social behavior of 
the military in this century is derived from a high level of 
specialization rather than from a class consciousness. As a 
specialized force, the professional officer is today showing 
his authority more in gaining a consenus rather than through 
the brute force of' older days. Officers are not recruited 
from the higher social classes as once they were. The fact 
was pointed out that the military molded family life to suit 
the military with the wife interested enough to work toward 
the officer's advancement. This the wives did by weakening 
the barriers of the rank system in varying degrees. Even 
before World War II; the military was a mi~ture of the 
traditional and the companionate family. The combination of 
this mixture has produced a military family geared to help 
each other in times of trouble. The tradition of the service 
has kept romantic love in check. · In more recent military 
activities, official organizations have had to be created 
for the aid of families due to the enlargement of the mili• 
tary. Recent events have brought a breakdown in.the isola-
tion of the military officer family from the civilian family, 
yet the officer still looks to his tradition in working out 
his problems. (ll; 1·112). The main contribution to the 
investigation of this paper is the valid description of the 
officer family, and while the general officer is treated, 
~ 
I 
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much of the line of thought is applicable to lesser officers. 
August B, Hollingshead has contributed much to the 
understanding of the relationship between marital and social 
theory. He wrote in 1950 that sociologists were aware of the 
interdependence between the family and social status, but 
that no studies had been focused on the "analysis of the 
problem of class differences in family stability." (11 284). 
He pointed out that the individual is the product of the 
family, and in the family is placed in the class system. 
Although not claiming much research to back his position, he 
describes various classes with marital content. The upper 
class stresses 11 background 11 in choosing mates equaled only 
by an interest in the economic situation. A relatively 
stable family was found in this class. The newly-rich 
member of the upper•class is unstable by comparison with the 
top members of the class as proved by the citation of many 
problems which lead to divorce. 1:Che upper-middle class is 
more stable than the newly-rich class and the working class, 
holding marriages in check by job pressures, arid the need 
for economic security, and the education of siblings. The 
lower-middle class is in a fairly stable marital condition. 
Social mobility, particularly through educational standards, 
causes some instability. The lower-class demonstrates the· 
most instability.. r.rhe poor economic condition of the lower• 
class is a basic cause of marital instability. In this 
10 
class there is a breakdown of respect for marriage itself, 
an acceptance of common law marriages, and a prevalence of 
the desertion of homes. (l; 284 ... 292). Hollingshead 
mentioned in another article that many studies indicate that 
persons mal"ry within their class structure. He studied one 
thous~1d marriages occuring in 1948 1 rating the spouses on 
socio-economic area in which they lived. Class level 
max•riages were demonstrated since in .$8,2 per cent of the 
cases both spousea were from the same class. In 82.8 per 
cent of the cases, they were from adjacent classes. Men 
married trJomen from lower classes more than women from classes 
above them. (!2; 619•27). Again, Hollingshead, in a 
discussion of age relationship and marriage, sayst "Indivi ... 
duals who contract marriages with :individuals of a different 
marital status than themselves are significantly different 
in age from indi'lriduals in the.ir own marital sta.tus." 
{22; 499). This series of articles and stu:dies indicate 
that there is a relationship between class and marital 
attitudes in non ... military couples. It is thought that tl;l.e 
same would hold true for mill tary couples •. 
Talcott Parsons postulates the theory that the status 
of the family is that of the occupation of the provider, and 
that family status is eaaily differentiated as fact because 
the occupational .roles increasingly absorb the family roles, 
making the family specialize more and more. He believes 
ll 
that this situation is a strain on the family, but one it 
can well sustain, even in its present weakened structure. 
(ll; 3•33). The value of this theory to the research is 
seen in that military occupational roles should correspond, 
at lea.st roughly, with the civilian roles described in 
occupational terms. 
Willi(ml. J. Goode in an article on marital satisfaction 
and marital instability describes the theoretical and 
empirical evidence of an inverse relationship between social 
class and divorce rates. Higher divorce rates were observed 
among lower class marriages. {~; 214•219). Pertinent to 
the present research is the fact that divorce, the result of 
deep conflict in .marital relations, can be es·tablished on a 
class basis in civilian society. 
Julian Roth and Robert F. Peck used Burgess and 
Cottrell's 526 marri•lld couple popt:tlation as a group of 
measured marriages with background data in comb:J.nat:J.on with 
the Mc<luire-Loeb modification of 1nlarner 1s Index of Status 
Ohat•acteristics. He fo1..md a trend for both husbands' and 
w5.ves' adjustment score to increase relative to the higher 
position on the social class scale. •rhe null hypothesis was 
significant at the .01 level.. A mate from one class adjusts 
l'Jith .difficulty to a mate from another class. The .main aim 
of this stu.dy was social .mob:tli ty. (,ll; 478•487), The 
study adds .more emphasis that class position makes for 
\ 
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variant marital attitudes. 
Seward Hiltner discusses sex and social classes in 
relation to military attitudes toward counseling men in the 
service. He found that sexual permissiveness, particularly 
in overseas bases, was more pronounced in the lower classes 
of the military. He suggests that military counselors fit 
their counseling to this situation. (~; 11·15). If the 
sexual attitudes vary with class, other marital attitudes 
may also vary. 
Nathan Hurwitz studied the components of marital 
roles, finding that for research purposes, there is importance 
in knowing whethe:x• the concepts of an individual spouse's 
roles are similar or different than a group of spouses. 
Hurwitz compiled his Marital Roles Inventory using it in a 
study of a random sbUllple of 104. married couples in a middle-
class neighborhood in Los Angeles. Role responses were found 
to be consistent for this middle•class group. (gi; 301-308). 
Middle•class roles are demonstrated to be similar. This 
raises the possibility that the same similarity would hold 
in other class groups. 
Mar•vin E. olsen designed a research project in Omaha, 
Nebraska., using the 'economic status' portion of the Shewky 
•social area' method of urban analysis to stratify the city 
into ten areas or tracts. 1.l}hese tracts were grouped into 
five pairs. A total of 391 interviews were mB.de in the 
13 
paired. tracts of the city.. Olsen tested the hypothesis ''that 
dist~ibution of responsibility within the fa.mi.ly is related 
to social statuson (.Jl; 62). However, the exact nature of' 
the relation was not predicted. 'rhe 1•:esponse was that 
l::>esponsibili ty for dividing the tasks of the famlly was not 
var•iant "between the second, third, and four•th status levels," 
(~;!.; 64) but that these levels comprised a. large middle 
cla.ss. However, it was found that distribution e>f r.esponsi• 
bility within the family is signi.ficantly related to social 
stratification. Husband responsibility is greatest in the 
middle•class family. The transition from t~aditional to 
companionate type families is less evident in high and low 
ats:tius groups. (,JJ.; 60·6.5). Again, social class and marital 
responses are related, 
Saul B. Sells studied military leadership, including 
the leadership in the Air Force. He notes the authoritarian 
military strtlctu:re, tra.cing its o:t•igin and dyma.mi.cs. Using 
Hemphill and Westie 1 s series of scales designed for the 
purpose of the objective description of group charao'ileristics, 
he applied them to Air Force groups. 1l'he resnl t tr:as that 
"control," "participation," '*polarization," and "stratifica• 
tion"1 (.J!L; 11) best describe the Air Force structure of 
leadership. These qualities are carried home to the wife and 
family, making for frustrations in both job and home, and 
since the stratification is evident, it should show up by 
14 
m:t.litary class. 
The studies presented are unanimov.s in indicating 
that a relationship ex:tsts between social class and marital 
life. This mater:tal is background to idE:)ntii'ying the Air 
F'orce status grou.ps BJ:ld the mrwl tal instrum.ent l-Jhic:h \-Jas 
u.sed to stu.dy the A.i.r Force groups. 
CHAPTER III 
THE STATUS GlWUPS INVESTIGATED AND THE SCHEDULES USED 
t ~·-·r" 
rl'he data used in this investigation were not originally 
ob'l:iained for research purposes, Nevel .. thel~ss; the;~ are valid 
in mai'l"'iage and Air li1or•ce class res<zHl.l. .. ch for the following 
:r•ea.aons: v ( 1) the lVI.al':riage Success Schedu.le used wae vali ... 
dated by Burgess and Wallin, through long years of' research, 
for gaining m.o.ri tal responses from couples as to their 
marital attitudes£ {2) the Jtir J:t"'~oroe couples, who completed 
the schedules in the. Pl"'Ocoss of cow'l.seling, were dis tinct 
members of the Air Force officer, sergeant, w:1d airman 
\ ..... ···· 
classes; and (J) tho counselees completed the schedules in 
an a:tmosphE;>.t•w of ·permissiveness and px•iviledged communication •. 
Thus distinct Air :Force class membeJ?a ·answered queat;ions 
designed ·to get at their ma:t•ital attitudes in complete 
confidence of knowing the;i:r ml$Wers would be secret. 
In preparation for the pr.esentation of the atatis.o. 
// 
tical data, "'a discussion of the status gx>oups and the 
schedules used precaeds the statistical pvesentation. This 
discussion of the foux• Air Force status groups will be based 
on .the observations of the inves t1ga:t;or as a member of the 
....... - -·>-···········---···· 
officer classes over the pOl."iod of 1941 to 196,3 •. 
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I. STATUS GROUPS INVESTIGATED 
Field e;:rade officers. rro compr~hend the field grade 
of:r:t.cor sttmcture as a class sylStem is essential to under-
standing tl:J.e field grA~.de population of t;h:ts resoa:r~h. These 
man tn~e the virtual l?uJ.ers of tihe Air Force, ':i.'he co:mms.nd 
line is vertical 1 and Ol'del ... s !U'EI :relayed f.r•om ·the highest 
officer of the cla.ss to all echelons of command, rr•he field 
gre.de officer class is a closoly kni.t status g:t~oup wit;h its 
symbols of rank from ~1tars ·to leaves worn on its uniforms • 
No exactly comparable cla.ss group exists in ci vllian society. 
The closest example is the majo:r• corporation with its 
directors, assistant directors 1 e.rJ.d manager• a. Anothel" means 
of illu.strat1on is the Ba.se•Community Councils (.l£_; J. ... ll). 
In these or•gan;tzations, formed for cementing relations 
between e:t base and an adjacent community • the ranking 
officers of each major department a1•e paired for activity 
~ith the top officials of major civilirul departments. 
The f1.eld grade offlcer is expected to find his social 
life within the officer group. especially his moa.t intimate 
social activitles. There is some social intimacy 'between 
officers sepe.l..,e.ted by one or tt-Jo ranks, but ther•e is almost 
no s oc:lal intimacy between a colonel and a lieu·tenant. The 
rank of the class m.u.st be displayed in symbol, tradition, 
~1d in everyday work and life, 
17 
More money is drawn in the salary check of the field 
grade officer ·than in the, stat us groups below him. He has 
first call on the best housing on a base and lives in a 
house better furnished with the finer things of life about 
him. Rank has its privileges •. 
The field grade officer•s wife must reflect the 
officer spouse. She is usually selected when the officer is 
a young lieutenant, as a woman who fits his occupation, and 
she advances in rank with his every promotion. With her 
husband, she watches the next rank above, observing it in 
action for the day when they will both have it. The officer's 
wife is intelligent, well ... groomed, and rank conscious. The 
formal officer's wives activities, which she presides over, 
are handled in accordance with her husband's rank. Her social 
life is his social life. 
In the present study, the married couple population, 
that is 1 the number of couples completing the Marital Success 
Schedule in the field grade officer's status group is ninety• 
e1.ght. This is the smallest population of the four rank 
groups since there are fewer field grade officers than there 
are members to be found in the other three status groups~ 
Although no data is available for the numbers of men i:n each 
rank on the bases where the investigation took place, the 
general dist.ribut1.on of rank in the A:i.r Force bears out the 
fact that the higher the rank, the fewer the number• in it. 
18 
There are more airmen than sergeants, more sergeants than 
company grade officers, and more company grade officer•s ·chan 
field grade officers. These proportions have bulged at one 
:rank or another at times but r.t(:}Ver enough to thx•o\-J ·t;he 
system out of balance. (11,; 65-67). Another reason is that 
the field grade officer is mol'S fea1•ful of' the consequences 
of admitting marital failure than the other gl .. oups. II(1 is 
less easily persuaded to join Xllfn>ital counsElling grOtlp5 than 
are other ranks. Then too, ·t;he member•s of this group ar•e 
more established in their rnax~riages, hestving been .mapried for 
an average of thi:rateen years. 1£he age span is. thirty··two to 
fifty-six years. 1l'he age span and the a vel" age length of 
marriages for the field grade officers and for all ranks is 
obtained from data noted on many of the Narital SuccesH 
Schedules at the time of the completion of ·t.he schedule. 
Wi't;;h others the data was cornpu·ted :t'rom backgrouud information 
available on 57 of the couples." 
£.£!!1..R..~rrl gr8;£!! .Qf£1ce;:!• Company grade officers are 
the lova~r half of the officer class. These officers observe 
the same com.m.s..nd lines as do the field grade officers, but 
with the exception of operating at a lower level of responsi-
b1.11.ty fe.ce-to ... face with the sergeants of the next lower 
rank. A feature which marks this class rrorn the cla.ssa. bove 
lt ia e. youthful eagerness for advancement. Since many were 
l 
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not willing to wo.i t for promotions, they left the Air Force 
for better paying civilian jobs. 1l'hus this group was more 
transi·cory. ~rhe educational goals for all Air Force 
officers was the B. A. degree. 
As far as the company grade officer's social life is 
concerned, he has round hirns el-f sharing the officer's club 
with the field grade member • s class. While he may eat and 
drink under the same roof', the company grade cla.ss member 
realizes his subordinate position because the field grade 
mernbe:t" must be deferred to and addressed with :t•espect, 
especially when he demands it. 
The company grade officer makes less money than the 
field grade officer. He must defer in housing taking what 
is left after the field grade officer has chosen. 
r.rhe company grade officer's wife also carries the rank 
of her husband into the official women's club affairs, reali• 
zing that she has lower status. If her husband has expressed 
the desire to make a career of the Air Force, she uses her 
alight position in the hierarcb.ial system to advance her 
husband's chances fo:r:• promotion. She is a younger edition 
of the field grade officer•s wife. 
In this investigation,. the number of couples f'rom the 
company grade status group ·caking the Marital succflss 
Schedule is 162 • rJ:his pm:>tion of the popule.tion is larger 
than the field grade s·tatus group and much smaller ·chan the 
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next largest group, the sergeant class. Not only ave there 
more officers in this class group, but there are more who 
had not yet adj11ated to their marriages. 11'he officers and 
wives of the company grade class came in more easily for 
marital counseling. Group counseling is all right with 
these couples if the lower ranks are kept out of it. In 
fact, group counseling was only successful within each of the 
four ranks. The only exception is the mixing of ranks when 
the sen"t;iment for religion and the chapel among the groups is 
high in each couple. IJ.'he company group population had been 
m.arried an average of' seven years. 'J:lhe age span is ·twenty ... 
two to forty ... two. 
~rii(!HH1.ts_, Air Force sergeants :mako up an u.nusu.al 
status group, and, in effect, rt111 the Air Force. The 
sergeants recetve orders from the officers, and i.nterpret 
these order~. to the a.lrmt~n who do the actuo.l labor of the 
.Air Force. •rhese men k..Yl.ow the Air J:!"'~orce and its misalon so 
well that they often are :more kno't'Jledgea.bl.e than. the 
office:t~s directly above them. Often. thoy outline procedures 
which work better than instructions given them~ The only 
officer group who outsmarts the sergeants is the \1/a.:r>ran.t 
Officer. These officers know all the sergeant tricks since 
most of them had once been. sergeantr;. Grumbling and gx•iping 
abou.t his job is e. trademark of the sergeant class. This 
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comes probably from knowing so mu.ch about the Air Force 
mission and yet being of a lovJer class. Yet th~)re is an 
acknowledgment of the fact that the final responsibility is 
with the officer classes. The sergeant has a grudging 
respect for the more educated officer class • 'J:lhe sergeant t s 
English is poorer and his language cruder than the officer 
commanding him. The official goal ia every sergeant with a. 
high school diploma. The civilian countel"part of the 
sergeant would be the foreman in a factory down to the straw 
boss. 'J.lhe Air Fo:r:•ce scale putn the serg~ant on the third 
rank of the syst.em. 
As far as housing toJent, the sergeant receives 
adequate livable housing. The average sergeant will not g:tve 
up his salary for that of a lieutenant, particularly the 
salary of a top sergeant who has many years in service,. 
'lrJi thout the officer's financial obligations, the sergeant 
sometimes had more take-horne pay. 
The women the sergeants marJ?y are generally of the 
same educational level, and like their husbands are users of 
poor grammar with more colorful vocabulary. This is obvious 
when they are observed in a meeting in the non~commissioned 
officer's club as contrasted with the same type of meeting 
in the officer 1 s wives club. These women, too, wor~ at 
advancing their husbands to highei' sergeant 1 s positions and 
are more obvious in doing so. Perhaps this obviousness made 
1-
r 
t 
·them to appear more loyal to their husbands than the wives 
of the upper classes. 
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In the present study, the number of couples from this 
class group completing the Marital Success Schedule is 308. 
'.rhese couples came from the ne:x:t to the largest group 1 only 
the airman group being la~ger. Even though they had an 
average of 11 years of married life, they required counseling 
morae often than those. in the officer classes, demonstrating 
more turbulent maviages. Perhaps the officers and their 
ladies are more conscious of their position and tend to 
wi.thhold public display of their tensions. The age span is 
twenty .... one to fovty-four years • 
. Airman. The e~irms.n class ln the A:lr Force cons·ti• 
---
tutes the lal"gest group of men 1 and makes up the main 
lm.boring .force. The alrnw.n can be observed doing the menial 
taslr.s of guard duty, typing, cltn•king., cooking, cleaning, 
building., work:tng on 8.:i.r•ex•aft engines' otc. rrhe class is 
chal~aoterized by· the fact that the ai:i:•man is uuually in the 
Alr For•ce for ~\ shox•t tour of duty, counting tiho days until. 
his discharge. This is sean, not only in uirman attitudes, 
but in the impor•tunce the Air Force puts on its p:r•ogr•am to 
;i.nfluence the a:J.rma.n to stay ln the ~<in•vice. 'l!he airman 
cJ.ass is the breed:t:ng ground for f:Lo.ding good non··commissioned 
officers, sergeants. The eduoa:t.io.o.al level is low, an.d as 
wi.th the sergeant class, the official goal wafu ~;t high school 
f- - --
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diploma. The members of this class are given little 
responsibility. The sergeant answers for the airman when he 
makes mistakes in his restricted part of the Air Force 
mission. rl'he, air·man class is the lowest class in. the Air 
l!'orce. ~· 
With the lowes·t :responsibility '!rJent the lowest pay, 
and also the lowest housing, if any. The peacet:J.me airman 
is more often married thv.n is usually thought. With his low 
income 1 there. is har•dly ever enough money to· live properly, 
'especially when children come into the home. 'rhe social 
activities of this group center about the airman's club, it 
any, or around the various hobby shops provided in abundance 
on most bases. 
The wi vas of the members of the .airman class are 
young women; rno:r•e like high school girls than ma:t>ried women. 
For the most pal--t., these wives are more loyal to their 
mar:r•iage than to seeing their husbands advance in a career in 
the Air Force. The airman wives are more naive and, when 
they liked the Air Force, had a childish delight in the 
traveling or the prospect of traveli.ng wh:'Lch the Air Force 
provides. 11an.y of these women are daughters of families 
living near the base, having met and married their husbands 
after meeting in the adjacent community. 
In this study, the number of couples from this class· 
group completing the· Marital Suo cess Schedule is 332. 'l'hey 
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had an average of three years of marriage. Much counseling 
is required for this group due to the newness of their 
marriages, and their unsound finance structure. The age 
span is sixteen to twenty-six. 
Summarx ~ conclusions. The above delineation of 
the social class groups of the Air Force has shown four 
distinct groups. It would have been possible, since it is a 
matter ~f general knowledge, to have just listed them as 
class groups., It was not the intention to present a complete 
description of the Air Force, but this was given to set the 
perspective for the groups studied as structure and as 
functioning role systems. That the classes exist by regula• 
tion is obvious; that they exist in practice is clear. This 
is not to say that exceptions were not in existence. There 
are wealthy airman and very poor field grade officers. 
There are refined, educated sergeant couples, and there are 
crude, uneducated officer couples. As in civilian status 
margins, the social characteristics of one class blend in 
with the one above it, so in the .Air Force 1 the diffe:x~ence 
between a major and a lieutenant colonel can be marginal. 
The investigator of this research was a member of the field 
grade class, and may have been biased by that fact even 
though he was a chaplain and thus the least ranked member of 
his class, having direct access to all ranks by reason of his 
t 
f 
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position. However, this possibility is minimized by the use 
of a common marital form now to be described. 
II.. DESCRIPTION OF THE SOllliDULE USED IN COUNSELING 
AIR FORCE RANKS 
9rip;in .2! .Eh.! scheaule used. From 1936 through 1946, 
Burgess and Wallin did research in marital relations which 
resulted in the Marital Success Schedule. (!I:, viii).. Their 
aim was to discover if it was feasible to predict success 
and failure in marriage. They began with a population of 
one thousand engaged couples, and they carefully studied 
nearly seven hundred of them through the engagement period 
and the first three years of marriage. .fue to various 
reasons, the final research population consisted of 666 
couples. Burgess and Wallin state that the Marriage Success 
Schedule is reliable since it measures marital happiness in 
the light of marital satisfaction and dissatisfaction. They 
add, "In the study of 666 married couples there was a 
correlation of .82 for the husbands and of .82 for the wives 
between their reports of happiness and general satisfaction." 
(!!.; $03). .Burgess and Wallin accepted eight criteria for 
the measurement of marital success. The first four, having 
been accepted by those doing pioneer research, were: 
1) 
2) 
Permanence of the union, namely, the absence of 
separation and divorce. 
Marital happiness of the couple as reported by 
husband, wife or both. 
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3) Satisfaction of the husband and of the wife with 
the marriage as evident by their statements about 
the marriage and each other. 4) Consensus~ as indicated b¥ a~reements and absence 
of disagreements. (~; 484)• 
The second four criteria were added by Burgess and Wallin. 
They are: 
5) Love md affection. 
6) Sexual satisfaction. 
7). Companionship~ confiding, and comm.on interests. 
8) Compatibility of personality and temperament 
of husband and wife. Uu 484). 
Burgess and Wallin looked upon the fir•st three of these 
criteria as primary or general criteria of happiness, and 
the last five cri ter·ia as secondary, rating satisfaction 
with the given marriage. In other words, criteria four 
through eight influenc$ criteJ?ia one through three. {~; 1·56). 
Content .2£. .-s .... ch......,.e,..du...,l.e.-• The Marital Success Schedule is 
a series of statements and questions aJ?ranged under five 
separate parts: . .::::.'-'P.AR'X I. MY F'EELINGS ABOU'.C I'4Y M.ARIUAGE"' 
measures the amount of satisfaction with the marriage being 
tested as well as the degree of satisfaction with the mate• 
"PART 2..(. LOVEn is designed to measure the strength of love 
between spouses. Reported in this part are the feelings of 
love one spouse felt for his mate as well as his anticipation 
of the love the mate had for him. "PART 3-. ~-- PERSONALITY AND 
TEMPERAMENT" lists fifteen characteristics or traits. On a 
sliding scale from ttvery much so" to ttnot at all" each spouse 
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lists n posi ti.on for himself and also one for his spouse. 
"PART 4. IN'l'EHES'l'S AND ACTIVITIES" tests the degree of 
participation which spouses enjoy in objective events and in 
subjective concepts. "PART!:)., CONSENSUS" rates spouse 
reaction to areas of agreement or conflict in the marriage. 
The total schedule requires eighty•nine responses for 
each spouse of a marriage. The responses in the schedule 
e.x-a weighted. A question from the schedule is quoted with 
the weight entered at each possible checking point: 
How does your present love for your mate compare 
with your love for your mate before your marriage?. 
(check) t: ( 1) is very much stronger__2_; (n) 
considerably stronger 7 ; (o) somewhat stronser . 6 ; (p) a little stronger:£::; (q) the s~ae__M_; {r) a---
little weaker_l__; (sJ somewhat weaker_g__; · 
(t) considerably weaker 1 ; (u) very much weaker 0 • 
(ApEendix l1,; 60) •· - -
The Marital Success Schedule is scored by obtaining 
the sum of the weighted responses for each question in each 
part. The total.raw acore is checked against~ table for 
male and female respectively. Opposite the raw scores in 
the tables are percentile scores. A percentile score of 
twenty•five or less indicates the need for counseling and 
that the marriage is in trouble. A perc~ntile score of 7-5 o:t' 
above indicat.es that the marriage. is relatively secure. 
With a percentile score calculated for each of the five parts, 
the low scores indicate which area of the marriage requires. 
aid. ':Che scorers of the five par>ta are not summed, but 
remained separate. In effect, a percentile score of fifty 
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would indicate that fi!'ty percent of.the couples in the 
origine.l study had marriages better than the one tested and 
fifty per cent of the same couples had marriages worse than 
the one tested. 
The aim of this chapter has been to present the four 
Air Force status groups, and to describe the Marital S,uccess 
Schedule which was used to. evaluate their me.z'riages. The 
four Air Porce groups, field grade officers, company grade 
officers, sergeants and airman, have been described as 
distinct sta.tus groups. They are different classes by Air 
Force regulations and in their attitudes and activities in 
implementing those regulations. Class difference is shown 
in their job responsibility, social life, income, housing, 
educa.tion, and attitude to the Ai.r Force institution. The 
t'odr classes officially relate to each other in a vertical 
command li11e with the field gra.de off:toers at the top and the 
airman at the bot·tom of Jche power atructure. 
· t.l1he origin of the Marriage Success Schedule has been 
seen in the c:lescription of Burgess 9l1d Wallin's :research 
with married couples. •.rhe schedule is composed of five parts. 
each of which measures an e.rea of' marriage by means of 
weighted responses. The sum. of.these responses indicate 
mathematically the attitude of couples to each of the five 
marital areas. The concern for discussion now is the manner 
of evaluating the l"esponses of these four• groups as seen in 
the schedules. 
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THE RESEARCH DESIGNS AND 1:\:&;SULTS 
Two research designs were constructed and utilized in 
studying the data. In order to prevent confusion and. to 
easily compare the results, the first is called design I, 
and the second is design.a.ted des1.gn II.. The three sections 
to be pr~esented llll'e: ( l) procedures common to both designs;: 
(2) procedures end results of design I; and (3) procedures 
and results of des:tgn II. 
I. PROCEDURES COMMON T 0 }30TH DESIGNS 
1Xhe investigator had presex•ved the Marriage Success 
Schedules completed by Air Force couples of eJ.l Air Force 
ranks, who came to him for marital counseling while he was 
a chaplain in the United States Air F'orce. These couples 
were largely white p:rotestants although a percente.ge vJere 
Negro. rrhe exact Negro percentage is not known since there 
is an Air IPorce regulation which prohibits the listing of 
members of the .Ai.r Force by race. The schedules ll!e.re 
completed during the years 19,59 through 1962. 
IJ.'he la.rges t part of an Air Force chaplain t s wo:rking 
time is taken up with counseling. It is axiomatic in the 
Air Force to think of OO\lnseling with the chaplain when in 
trouble. 'l1his is true even for those who have no formal 
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religious fa.i th., \rJhether one goes to church every Sunday Ol" 
never attends, the chaplain is thought of as a counselor in 
time of any trouble. The majority of the chaplain'~ 
counsel:l.ng time is taken up with marriage oounseltng. In 
recognition of this fact~ the Air Force he.s set up a 
marriage counseling seminar to tratn chaplains in this area 
of counseling. Of. cour~H') 1 tho chaplain charges no fee so 
that :tt is possible for the low income members of the Air 
Fox•ce to have any needed counseling. While :no data are 
available, an estimation is that 25 per cent of the couples 
of this research population came together as husband and 
wife for marital counseling. In the remaining 7.5 per cent, 
either the wtfe or husband applied for counseling alone with 
the other spouse coming in later. 1-iostly, the vlife is the 
first to apply for counseling. An .Air Fo:~. ... ce regulation 
prohibits A:l.r Force commanders ordering a couple to counsel 
with the chaplain. However, the commander can orde:r> a 
couple to come to ldm for counseling. Often he persuades 
the couple to see the chaplain. In prewtice, many times the 
commander offers alternatives ·chat fol ... ce t.he couple to see 
the chaplain. If the couple make the chaplain aware of the 
involuntal"Y counseling, the chaplain dismisses the couple 
for professional and regulatory reasons.. There ls usually 
no di:E'fioulty in comprehending the relu.ctance of a couple to 
seek co~J.nsel and to orfer them an option to ooLmsel or not. 
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Many times the corn..mander and the chaplain will confer on 
getting a couple to come to the chaplain for counseling. 
PEn.,suading one member of a marriage to follml a IDEtte into 
:mnr:l tal counsel:tng is a necessary art on the phlx>t of the 
chaplain counselov. Many methods are used in this process, 
One of the moot successful is to somehow get the word to the 
absent mate t;hat one has a test which can be scored and that 
the responses are secret from the other mSt te, \·Jhen the 
chaplain cannot get the other mate to come in voluntarily, 
counseling procedures e.re geared for this s:l. tuation~ No 
data are e.vs.il.able on the frequ.ency o.f ono mate counseling 
situations but it is estimated at ten per cent. 
As soon as a husband and vlife are present in the 
chaplain's of.f:i.ce for marital cou.n.seling 11 the schedule is 
explained to them together, and they are given the option of 
completing it or not. I.f th® decis1.on is made to complete 
the schedu.le, the mra:n. is assigned one room and the woman 
anothe:r• room wherw they axunHU' the questions without benefit 
of discuseion with e&ch other. Upon completion of the 
schedules, the investige:cor checks them to make sure no item 
is omitted. ~rhe schedule :is filed as the prope:bty of the 
investigator with the implicit and explicit understanding 
that; no revelation of the contents will be made v~hich will be 
revealing o.f the marital situation to any other person. 
A total.of .1162 couples had completed the schedules 
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and from this number nine hundred couplos were selectod as 
the population. rrhose schedules not used V.lerte rejected for 
various reasons, including the physical condition of the 
schedule; some schedules were completed unde:t' group marital 
conditions rather than in individual cou.nseling, and omis-
sions of answers to individual items. lJ:he nine hundred 
cou:ples s..r'e b:r·oken down by Air· F1orce ro.nk: 
Air f_Qrce H gnk N umper .Q1. Cou-glea, 
Field Grade Officers 
Company Grade Officers 
Sergeants 
A~.rme.n 
98 
162 
308 
332 
II. PROCE:DURES AND RESULTS OF DESIGN I 
Sample. The !Jl&r•i tt;'!.l Success Schedules for each 
couple lvere assigned ser•i.a.l numbex•s. A se.mple of a.PPl'OXi• 
mately ttventy per cent was d1~e.wn fl"O.ni e.ach rank by use of a 
:random sa.mple ·table. Selected for examination were tv1enty 
field grade off:i.cer couples; thirty-tHo company grade 
officer couples; sixty sergeant couples; and sixty ... five 
litil•rnan couples. 
~ extracted ,fr.~~ !h! samn~~· The responses of 
husband and t.Jife to eight qtl.estions of the Ma:r>i tal 
Counseling ~)chedule were extl"acted for the sample of the 
f-c--
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four. Air Force ranks. The particular quest1.ons were selected 
because the investi.gator ha.d noted in counseling that many 
problems circt1lated about the areas of these questions. IJ'he 
questions concerned; ( 1) the present love of spouse .for mate 
as compared with love before marriage; (2) agreement or 
disagreement on activities outside the home; (3) 1.ntelligence 
rating of spou.ses; (4) sexual agreement as to intimate 
relations; (5) religion, attendance and aff1.1iationJ (6) 
religi.on, degree of agreement or controversy; { 7) handling 
of fami.J.y finances; ( 8) desire of couple for children in the 
home.. ~rable I, (Appendix .B), P'tges 64-66, oont£dns the code 
which was used for extracting the raw data from the Marital 
Success Schedules completed by ·the couples of the sample 
population. 
'l:he data extra.c.ted was punch.ed on In.:ternatlonal 
Bt.tsiness Machine cerrds wh:tch were ln turn sorted by code, 1 
through 28 and by the four ranks. The sort~d datta 't\l&S 
presented to a prog:re~rrnner who prog:re.mmed it; for comput~n:• 
calculations. 
§zEq~he~~ ~ research ~@sign l• For each of the 
eight areas listed above, the h~potheses to be tested are 
that there is no significance va.ri.s.nce in. male and female 
marital responses in any of the four Air Force status groups. 
The test was made at the .01 level. 
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Comrmter dat~ .£2.!: _..d....,E~ .... s....,i....,f:ffi..._._r .... ·• 'J~o teEit th(:; dif'fer·ences 
arn.ong the fou.r Air• Force :ranks 1 the declsion W6l.S made to. use 
the paired rest.:tlt;s with:tn each test item to establish. t.m 
array 1 with the vertical coordinate repres~ntlng the ms.le 
1~esrponse, e.nd the horizontal coordinette representing the 
female r•es·ronse. It -would then be determined if patterns 
vJi tb.in this s.rra:y differed significantly among the ranks. 
Since there are eight test items and four f\ank gr•oups, 
a total of 32 arrays were formed. The lines repl"'esent male 
responses coded, beginnine;.with one at the top 1 and the 
columns re-present female responses coded,. beginning with one 
e.t the left. 'l'hus a. seven in the second line and third 
column of an array repx•esents seven couples in which the 
husband's response would be coded a.s two 1 and the wife's 
response a.s three. As the sa1nple had been chosen pro ... · 
portione..lly to the caseloud 1 t ota.l arrays were constl•uc ted 
w1 thin each test l tern, and were used a.s a. s i.ie.nda.r·d. 'l'lv" 
distribution pa:tterns of each rank wore then compar•ed to 
that of the standard by applying the chi square cr•iter·ion. 
Arrs:ys wore then computed which showed the soUl"'Oa and 
direction of differences found in the distl .. ibution patterns •. 
'I'hese computer calculations are basic to figuring chi square. 
':f.1hey show the source v a.lue of each cell for one rank, and 
the direction of the:t cell in relation to the identic.al cell 
1.n eaeh of the other three Panks. 
~ 
I 
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'l'he computer total data is listed at the end of each 
of the eight series of the source and direction arrays. 
These totals, used in the calculations of the arrays, are 
the sums of each cell by rank in the first arrays. 
(1\PEendi~ .Q; ?.0-94) 
Mathematical bases £! calc~latisn~. The arrays of 
totals are scaled to the four ranks by multiplying each cell 
by the pro~ortion of cases falling in the rank under consi-
deration. These scaled values are then used as expected 
values, and an ordinary chi square for goodness of fit is 
calculated: 
Field Grade 
Company Grade 
Sergeant 
Airman 
20/177::: .112 
32/177 :::: .180 
60/177 = ~>338 
65/177 :: .367 
Thus each of the eight arrays of totals are scaled to each 
of the four ranks, giving the thirty•two chi square values. 
'!'able II, page 36 presents the chi square values. 
Since it is impossible to calculate a value for cells 
whose to·t.al is zero, these are subtracted from the number of 
degrees of freedom. The assumption is made that no degrees 
of freedom are lost in calculating the totals, since they 
depend on data not involved in the particular chi square 
distribut:ion. rrhe correlation which ·exists between the 
individual frequency and the total was compensated for by 
considering the totals as the entire population, and the 
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'l'A~LE II 
CHI SQUARE VALUES BY MARITAL AREA AND RANK 
-
Field Company 
Marital Area Grade Grad <a 
Officers Officers Sergeants Airman 
Present love 
of spouse 55.24 fj0.5l 43.82 39.57 
Participatory 
35 .2L~ 15.03 15.17 activities 1,3.02 
Intelligence 
9;eo 9.12 5.37 of mate 7.97 
Sexual l 
agreement 25.85 36.J3 30.93 19.89 I 
Religious 
ll~.54 
t 
attendance 5'.)9 5'.25 4.54 I 
Religious I 
agreement 44.18 25.82 15.25 13.77 ~ 
Family 
.35-.40 23.61 finances 12'.27 20.73 
Children 
9.19 in the' home 17·.62 10.80 9.74 
~-J•lZ . ..,_ ..... ..,. __ ,_ .... 
individual array as a sample from the population. Small 
population theory gives the adjustment for standard er•rort 
N 
n 
population size 
sample size 
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Since chi square functions as the square of the standard 
error, division is by the squar•e of the above expression; 
for this problem chi square values were multiplied by .886, 
.825, •. 666, and .637 for the four ranks respectively." The 
chi square results are adjusted because of the nature of the 
sampling distribution. As has been noted, the sample had 
been chosen proportionally to the caseload. r.L'here:f.'ore there 
were d:l.fferences in the number of sarrtples taken from each 
rank. rl1he samples, not being equally distributed in each 
rank, he.d to be considered in its proportion to the popula-
tion size, thus giving the adjusted chi square values. 
'!'able III,' page 38 shows the adjusted chi square values. 
The number of non ... zero cells in each of the totals 
and therefore the degrees of freedom are in order: sixty• 
four, twenty-two, nine,- thirty•two,. twelve, twenty•.seven, 
thirty•one, and eighteen. For all but the first test, 
Fisher's table of chi square was used. (10) Since this 
table includes only degrees of freedom less than thirty, it 
is clearly not applicable for the first test. An extranola-
tion is made for tests four and seven. Test results are 
based on the statistic: 
-
r 
l 
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TABLW III 
ADJUSTED CHI SQUARE VALUES BY M.A.RIT.AL AREA AND RANK 
Ma.ri tal Jh;•ea 
Field 
Grade 
Officers 
Company 
Grade 
Officers Sergeants Airman 
-------------------------------------------------------
Present love 
of spouse 
Participatory 
activities 
Intelligence 
of mate 
Sexual 
ag:t•eemen t 
Religious 
attendance 
Religious 
agreement; 
J:!"~amily 
finances 
Children 
in the h<,me 
62.4 
39.8 
11.1 
29.2 
49.9 
19.9 
60.8 62.1 
19.6 23.8 
11.1 8.1 12 • .$ 
44.0 4.6.5 31.2 
31.3 22.9 21.6 
28.6 32.6 
11.1 16.2 
==============_.;r .. ~ ... -.... ---========== t ...-.. ___,._...----~-..-.....-..----
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!!sults 2! design l• In the main the results are not 
aign1.fican,t... In general, .• 10 is doubtful or barely aignifi• 
cant; .o,5 is fairly conclusive, and .02 and .01 are highly 
significant. 'I' able IV, page 40 shows the only significant 
results. Only two items are highly significant: (l) Field 
grade officers, activities outside the home, .02; and (2) 
field grade officers, religious agreement, .01. Of lesser 
significance are: (l) company grade officers, sexual agree-
ment, .10; and (2) sergeants, sexual agreement, .0,5. 
The difference in sexual agreement, company grade 
officers, appears to indicate that these men were slightly 
more disposed than the average toward a high rating. There 
was a strong tendency for the husband and the wife to 
disagree in their evaluation of this matter, and it anpears 
that at least one spouse usually finds the relationship 
unsatisfactory. There was some reason to doubt the .0,5 
significance of sexual agreement, sergeants. A large part 
of the significance came from an exceptional value in the 
first line, second column. The difference may be due to the 
tendency to give a stock response, that is, for the husband 
to favor #1, always agree or #6, always disagree, and for 
the wife to favor #2, almost always agree or #6, always 
disagree. 
The two highly significant values among the field 
grade officers are much more satisfactory than\ the differences 
t_ 
1l'ABLE IV 
SIGNIFICANC~ OF CHI SQUARE RESULTS 
Field Company 
40 
Grade Gx•ade Sergeant Airman 
Present LoV(t of Spouse 
Activities ou·tside Home 
Intelligence of Mate 
Sexual Agreement 
Religious Attendance 
Religious .b~greement 
Family Finances 
Children in the Hom.e 
---
.oa: 
..... i 
.10 
.01 
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just explained. The .02 significance for activities outside 
the home shows a m~:u .. ked shift tm-Jard a lower rating by the 
wives of the of!"icers. iJ.'he result of .01 significance, 
religious agreement, reflects primtiU"ily a high correlation 
between the responses of husband and wife. This indicates a 
good underatanding of each other• s views. '!'here is also an 
avoidance of the middle responses, indicating that the 
couples B.re highly opinionated. '£hese ·two tendencies are 
more pronounced than for any other grouping in the study. 
'l'he results of the experiment indicate tha·t the null 
hypothesis is proved conclusively for nresent love for 
spouse, intelligence of mate, religious attendance, family 
finances, and children in the home. The null hypothesis is 
proved for activities outside the home with the E'JXception of 
one rank, field grade officers. For sexual agreement, the 
hypothesis is ·proved because of faint significance and the 
question discussed above concerning the :t•esponsea • Religious 
agr•eement• is null except for the highly significant field 
grade officer attitude toward religion. 
'l1he task set; in this study is to determine whether 
among the s·cratii'icatiion. levels found on an Air• I•'or>ce base, 
there are s ignifica.nt; differences in a tti .. ~udes and values 
relative to marriage such as allegedly have been found among 
various status levels in civilian. society. 
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In design I, the e:flfort was made to deter•mine whether 
there were any significant differences runong the grade levels 
with respect to the extent to t-Jhich husbands and wives agreed 
or disagreed with one another relative to certain critical 
matters of marital adjustment. 
Reducing the answers of 177 couples to eight questions 
to statistical form, uslng the chi square ·i;echnique, statis-
tical va.lues were o bta.ined for the four• r•tltnks on e a.ch of. the 
eight questions. From these data., a chi squa.:re test of 
significance was computed for each rank a.11.d each question. 
These figures indicate that in all instances but four, 
there were no differences betm~en :ranks that could not have 
been a.tt:ributed to chance factors in the selection of the 
couples to be included. Thus on such matters as: nresent 
love of spouse, intelligence of mate, religious attendance, 
i'ami ly finances 1 and c~ildren in the home, ther•e was no more 
nor no less disagreement between husband and l-Jife among the 
four ranks. 
Only in the following situations did any differences 
annear which could not be attributed to chance, and which 
seem to indicate actual differences reflecting, possibly, 
the factor of rank" These wero: taotivities outside the 
home, sexual agreement, and religious agreement. 
III., l>HOCEDURES AND HESULTS OF DESIGN II 
f'opulatiqn and mnle. The same population of couples 
was used as well as the same sam?le of desi~l I, except one 
sergeant couple and one airman couple were restored to the 
sample after being lost in the mechanics of the computer 
operation. ri'he total raw eool"'es for each of the five sections 
of the Marital Success Schedule were extracted from the 
sample of 179 counles. A s~dple of the sample was then taken 
from each of the fou.r categories with the urue of a random 
sarnr.>le table. { 6) • Ten male a11d ten female scwrea were 
chosen from each of the four Air Force ranks, making a total 
of eighty scores. Although the data had been extracted by 
couples, couples were ignored when the sample of the sample 
was obtained. 'rherefore, husband i~as not paix•ed with lvife. 
Ee.oh of the eighty scores was converted by adding a positive 
twenty since the scores were both positive and negative. 
The converted scores were then squared. 
H:rpoth.es,is for research desisl?: ..ll• For• each of the 
five sections of the ~1arltal Success Schedule, 'ffiy F'eelings 
About My Marriage, Love, 'Inter•es·ts and .Activities, 
Personality and Temper•oonent, and Consensus, t;he hypotheses to 
be tested is that there is no significan·c variance in male 
and female ma1 .. 1 tal J. . es-po.nses 1.n any of ·t;he four Air Force 
status groups~ The test was made at the .o$ level. 
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!J.1he _!na.lysis .9! variance.. 'l'he analysis of variance 
was computed for each of the five sections of the Marital 
Success Schedule. In the computation of the ~alysis of 
variance, the one variable :i.s the responses to the questions 
of the schedule. •:ehese responses are taken from the four 
Air• For·ce status groups in two classifications, the two 
sexes or spouses. 
The F ratio was computed to determine whether 
significant variance e:d.sted. 11able V _ Appendix B, mages 
67-68 shows the m.atP,ematis~l computations for each of t;he 
i':tve parts of t;he schedu.le. 'l'he formulas used for conrnuting 
the F ratio tare: (1, 163 ... 168) 
Cr•i tical l'egion: F Fi ( k•l, n•k) F F •9.5 ( 7, 72} 
:£1" •. 9,5 ( 7, 72) ::. 2.13 
Therefore if the mean square of the "between" is divided by 
the mean squar-e of the "'vi thin 11 , and the result is greater 
than 2,13, ·there is reason to believe that there is a 
significant differ'ence betli~Jeen the male and female cells. 
If the result is lt~as than 2.13, no significance exists. 
'l1he F ratio for• the f:tve sections of the Harriage 
Success Schedule aret 
ltPAHT 
u.lJART 
"PART 
UP ART 
U.j?AHT 
1. IVIY lilEEI~INGS ABOU'J: MY F1ARHIAGE" ......... 
2. 
3. 
~: 
LOVE"---------~--~-----·~------··• JiiEHSONALITY AND TE:l'1PERAMENTtt ... ~ ........ ... 
IWl'El1EfY.J:S AND AC'l'IVI~Clll~S"·--- ..... - ... . 
COl~SENSU S tt ......... .,._- .__- ............................... .. 
1.80 
1.03 
.61 
1.,54 
.98 
Demonstration is rna.de that the variances a.:re not significant, 
and that the null hypotheses are nroved. 
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The task of design II was to determine whether there 
were significant male and female d1.fferences among the ranks 
in the ma. tter· of s.:l.;ti·tudes on five areas of' marital life. 
l<,rom the eighty scol .. es obtained, data wer•e gathex>ed reflec-
ting, statistically, the extent of agreement and/or 
disagreement as between the sexes on fee)..ings concerning 
marriage, love in the home, !)ersons..l.ity and temPerrunent, 
interests and activities 1 and consensus of activities in 
marriage. 
1
.i:he results indicate that for each of the ares.s of 
marital life, what differences were found were e.ctually 
below the cx•itica.l level: that the variation~ Here due to 
the chance f ac'c;,ors in the selection of the a·e.rnple, e.nd that 
in no case did they reflect an actual difference between 
males and females in their attitudes. 
Qto.tistical ~mar:£• The chi square computation of 
design I and the analysis of variance computation of design 
II indicate that the Air Force status groups of this study 
do not signific.e.ntly vary in their attitudes to the marital 
questions answeved,, However, this does not mean that there 
is no v a:r•iance among Air F1orce re.nks. 
In design I, its seen above, only two chi square 
values ar•e significant with two others of some significance o 
·rhe elignificance of the othel" chi square values is negligible 
and so scatter~d that other computations based on them is not 
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indicated. ~'h1s position is strengthened by the analysis of 
variance comp11ta.tions. Whex•eas only one quest:l.on is 
measu.red und(&r ·the~ section on consensus in design I, the 
entir•e section :l.s mea.sv.red in design II with no significance 
variance noted. '.I:hu.s the isc:,lated significance of design I 
is le~HH:med by the almost total lack of significance of' 
denign II. 
In design II there is no i:ndiv1dut~l status cell 
slgniflcf.l.nt enough to t-Jarra.nt other investigation. 'l1here is 
no significant dlffe:r)ence bet11een the status ceLla. I :f.' any 
o.ne of th0 five pa:t."ts o.f the schedule had been significant, 
other> comnu.tati.ons wou.ld be indicated. ~rhese comnutations 
would indicate which status cell was responsible for the 
significance, Hov.1evex•, .i.t is obvious that Fratlo 1,80, 
feelings aboui~ marJ."iage, is larger than F ratio .61, 
perosonality and t~mperao1ent; and that the former has more 
significance than the lo. tter.. 'rhus stat u.s is a factor in 
each ca:begox•y, but .more in one than in the oth~.n·. Bu.t slnce 
neitheJ.'" category approC~ches 2.13, muc~h l.ess sur'PI:uwing it, 
there is no valid rafts on. to dou.bt the validity of' the null 
hypoth.eses. 
1l1he results of the tTt~o designs are not in accord with 
the results of other research in this area. This is the 
next concern to be discussed. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
'rhe exploration of the subject matter thus far has 
aought to give a clear statement concerning four Air Force 
status groups and their marital attitudes as expressed in 
answers to the Marital Success Schedule. The status groups 
have been shown to have distinct boundaries with differential 
role values. 'l'wo research designs have been described, based 
I 
on the same population, with the result that no significant 
variance by Air Force status group exists. The review of 
the literature has shown that othe:r• research demonstrates a 
positive correlation between civilian status and marital 
attitudes, Although no predictions were made, the investi-
gator felt from close observation of the couples counseled 
that variance would exist. The obvious fact is that the 
present investigation is in opposition to the accented 
generalizations on the marital attitudes of status grouns. 
The present aim is to seek the :reasons for the negative 
response shown in this :research. 
There is an Air Force ethos, shared by all Air Faroe 
status grouPs, which expresses nride in belonging to the Air 
Force. The civilian life, according to this thinking, is 
nothing in comparison with Air Force life and livings. How 
pervasive is this spirit of unity in making for unity of 
I 
f r--
1 
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concepts in other areas? Could the Air Force man and his 
wife• living, working, playing, worshiping, and buying on a 
base apart from a civilian community, have developed like 
mari ta.l attitudes? 'I' he answer is not known, yet there is an 
Ai:r, Force spirit of conformity which allows emulation. The 
Air Force completely orders the existence of its members. 
No phase of life is without its written rules. A man's 
conduct is prescribed, s.nd the conduct will be honorable if 
the status member is to remain in the status position. Even 
minor violations are quickly judged for fitness to remain in 
the Air Force •. Each man is expected to control his wife to 
the same standard. The Air Force couple is told how Air 
Force housing is to be used, how it is to be cleaned, and 
what alterations rnay or may not be made. Dress, at work and 
at play, is strictly prescribed. 'l1he wife is told what type 
of clothing she may wear to the base exchange. This ordering 
of the way of life could conceivably set a common marital 
attitude. Nevertheless, a sergeant, who is in marital 
difficulty, would not consciously emulate the marital 
attitudes of his commander,. But both would confor•m to the 
rules of marital life as the Air Force wants them in order 
to retain their status positions. However, under the system, 
the commander reprimands the sergeant for marital discord; 
the sergeant does not reprimand the commander. With this, 
the rank situation is thrust forward again as opposed to 
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emulation among ranks • 1X he o one lusi on is that marital 
emulation among the ranks is not enough to account for the 
negative resPonse in this research. 
Closely related to the above is a question in the 
ar·ea of the marital institution. ·Would Air Force couples 
believe that marriage is an entity whi.ch is universal, more 
universal than belonging to a huge, ranked war machine? In 
other words- did the couple respondents Place marital life 
on a higher -plane than job or profession, believing that 
marriage was the general and the military class the particu-
lar? To assume a positive res-ponse would be to believe that 
the Air Foree marriages studied are wonderful areas of 
strength and that these ooaples could hardly l-Jait to get 
together at the end of the vJorking day to find solace and 
stirength with each other against the vicissitades of the day., 
Nothing is further from the truth. These couples were in 
varying states of despondency over their marriages, if not 
all marriages. Marriage is not an institution which answers 
the problems of the ir• lives. '1.1rue $ the couples are a ttemp-
ting to save their marriages or else they would not have 
come for• heln. '£his might indicate that the marriage 
institution still held some hope in their lives, but unhappi-
ness, at least with a particular marriage, is the prevalent 
theme. The conolaslon is t;hat thesEl couples did not express 
like marital attitudes bec•use of a general regard for 
f 
I-f 
marriage as an institution. 
A .third o.rea of concern is in reference to the 
marital schedules used in the research. Are they not good 
indexes of sooi.a.l class?. '.Che answer is ln the affirmative 
so 
if the schedules had been given to an indiscriminate nopula• 
tion with the object of discovering status grou~s. However, 
when the social classes are chosen cax>efully and resuonses 
are compared, the presumption is that there is some revealing 
of class in those responses. One consideration is that the 
questions in the schedule are free of value judgments, and 
this alone insures more class res-ponses, 'lhe edu.cationa.l 
level of the respondents did not me.ke a difference in the 
responses. :tn the actual completion of the schedules, the 
less educated bad more trouble in comprehending some questions, 
but after the questions were explained, responses were made 
easily. The research shows that the couples in ranks did 
not di.ffer :l.n the:tr answers, demonstrating that one Air Force 
class did not i.nterPret the questions differently from 
another class. 
A more seriotul matter in relation to the schedule is 1 
aimed e.t the composition of the questions • Are the questions 1 
of the schedule sensitive enough to measur•e the ste.tt.:ts 
d:i.fference? Burgess e.nd Wallin scaled their questions 
between 1936 and 1946. (!t; vi:t}. I4ouis Guttman nresented 
llis scaling r•efinements over the period of 194.4. to 19$0 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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(.!§.; 161,. 276; JS., 617-618). rrhus there is a p:robabili ty 
that Burgess and Wallin did noti ha'\Te the adv&.nte.gC;) of 
Guttman's techniques. rrhe investi.e;ator is not competent in 
the area of scaling and is not presuming to express a 
technical opinion litt this point. However, college graduate 
couples have often rerne.rked that anothe:r· category J :i.n some 
questions, would be closer to the truth in their ma.rita.l 
situation. For the most l)art, the quest ions have been sc~.led 
well enough to gain adequate m{arita.l information, esnecially 
when the schedules of two spouses are compau•ed for' variances 
of opinion. 
A .fourth area of interest is the degree of rePrEHlenta.• 
ti veness of the reseax•ch populEtt:ton. How well did the 
cou:ples, volunta.J:lil~r coming to the investigator•, rePI'esent a 
cross section of the br.tse pt:n"sonnel? '£here is no doubt that 
they were representative of those Ail" F'orce n el"Sonnel who 
were having marl tal difflcul·cies. No data· is ·available on 
the numbel~ and the Air Force rank of those who ca.me for 
counseling w1 thou t the:i.:r spouses and whooe spouses never 
came in for counseling,. r:the figure would not be more than 
ten per cent of the research ponulation. 
'J:here llere couples who were having mar:tt&l difficulty 
and who did not; come for counseling. The question is, did 
they have marl ta.l difficulties whiC~h \<Je:r•e diffel .. ent from 
t~hose who did come for counseling, and YrJould their marital 
I 
·'· 
attitudes have varied enough to have changed the research 
results? 1..Che answer is in the negative, because the problems 
and the responses of those coming for counseling include 
every problem known to all ranks. The problems ranged from 
Polite, educated, cultured couples, who didn't speak to each 
other, to boorish, uneducated couples, who cut each other 
with knives. 
There were many couples who did not have .marital 
problems requiring counseling. No data is available on the 
number of these couples. Whatever, the number, the question 
is, would their better marital circumstances have changed the 
results of the research if these couples had been part of 
the research population?. Would they have ex-pressed their 
marital attitudes according to their status Positiont ~he 
answer is not known, but the possibility of there being :more 
status attitudes in maritally successful couples than in 
marit;ally unsuccessful ones is rather remote. '11his reasoning 
is based on the concept that marital -problems are common to 
all marriages, and that only a thin line divides the ones 
coming for counsel and those not coming. 
The speculation on the research results does not 
change the outcome or fully explain the demonstration of the 
null hypothesis. If the null hypotheses had not been Proved, 
and the results of the research coincided with other research 
in civilian areas, generalizations could be made. However, 
since this is not true, it is unfr•uitful to attempt 
genel"'lil.lizations or to continuo with mora oomputo.t:tons which 
use this data. The answer is in other research projects. 
The following suggeat;lon,s are made. 
One, design a sensit;ive lnstl"'Ument for me~.stl:r-ll.ng 
marital attitudes, using car~fully selected Air Force 
couples, from the var·ious Air Force ranks, e.s the bas .to 
Population f'oi• the designing of scales. 'fhe Air lt,oroe t.vould 
mox•e than likely bo pleased to cooPex•a.te, vdth funds and 
manpower, if convinced that sociologists l>Ji th the Pro!)e:r 
skill for• doing this wo1,k a:x•e available. 
T·wo, use the instl"Ument devised on c~. sample from 
every Air Force rank and from every squadron on a base. 
Aft ex• the ·tiest ls adminis tared, do a. comPlete case his tory on 
each couple to determine soclul background, PeJ:>aonality 
chax•aoteristics, and a:ny othel' areas which would be conclusive. 
1'hr•ee, study s. civilian community to determine status 
grouns which closely confol .. m vJit,h the Aii• Force status 
g1·•ouus. An instr•ument for measuring samples from these 
status groups on .mar•ital a:litit;udes can be rnade. Compare the 
l~esul ts of the two studies, Air Force and ci vilian 1 for 
variances in marital atititud(:}s, 
Four, use the results gained in the e:x.Per•iments 
lis ted above to advise mari ta.l counselors on valid mti'tri till 
counseling accol~ding to the s'lia.:tus group from \vhich the 
couple comes. 
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APPENDIX A 
S? 
COURTSHIP, ENGAGEMENT AND MARRIAGE 
MARRIAGE SUCCESS SCHEDULE 
PART I. MY FEELINGS ABOUT MY MARRIAGE 
Write in Column 1 the number (1, 3, etc.) of any of 
the statements from 1-20 and the appropriate letter from 
· 21-26 which represent your feelings about your mar-
riage or your mate. Put down as many or as few as 
describe your feelings. 
1) __ My marriage is successful but not extraordinarily 
so. 
2) __ My mate and I are well mated. 
3) __ If it weren't for fear of hurting my mate, I would 
leave him (her). 
4) __ Frankly, our marriage has not been successful. 
5) __ My marriage has given me a new enthusiasm for 
life. 
6) _Although my marriage has its good points, they 
are outweighed by its bad ones. 
7) __ My marriage could be worse and.it could be better. 
8) __ On the basis of my marriage at least, I think a 
person is a fool to marry. 
9) __ My marriage is less successful than the average. 
10) __ My marriage is perhaps a little less successful than 
most marriages. 
11) __ . I wouldn't call my marriage a perfect success, but 
I'm pretty well content with it. 
12) __ I feel that as time goes on my marriage will mean 
less and less to me. 
13) __ Although my marriage has been only moderately 
successful, its good elements more than compen-
sate for the bad. 
14) __ My marriage is not a great success but it could be 
much worse. . 
15) __ My marriage could not be more successful. 
16) __ My marriage has been a great disappointment to 
me. 
17) __ I've gotten more out of marriage than I expected. 
18) __ My friends mean more to me than my mate. 
19) __ Marrying my mate was the biggest mistake I ever 
made. 
1 1 2 
--1-
---
---
--1-
---
FROM COURTSHIP ,ENGAGEMENT AliD MARRIAGE BY Burgess, Wallin 
Shultz. Copyright 1953, 1954 by J.B.Lippincott Company. 
Published by J.B.Lippincott Company. 
HOW SUCCESSFUL IS YOUR MARRIAGE? 
20) __ My marriage is as successful as any I know. 
21) If you had your life to live over, do you think you 
would (check) : marry the same person (a) certain! y 
_; (b) probably __ ; (c) possibly_; (d) marry a 
different perso~; (e) not marry at all __ . 
22) If your mate had life to live over do you think mate 
would (check): marry you (a) certain! Y--i (b) prob-
ably __ ; (c) possibly __ ; (d) marry a different per-
so~; (e) not marry at all __ . 
23) How satisfied, on the whole, are you with your mar-
riage? (check): (l) entirely satisfied __ ; ( n) very 
much satisfied __ ; ( o) satisfied __ ; (p) somewhat 
satisfied __ ; ( r) somewhat dissatisfied __ ; ( s) dissat-
isfied __ ; ( t) very much dissatisfied __ ; ( u) entire! y 
dissatisfied __ . 
24) How satisfied, on the whole, is your inate with your 
marriage? (check): ( l) entire! y satisfied __ . ; ( n) very 
much satisfied __ ; ( o) satisfied __ ; (p) somewhat 
satisfied __ ; ( r) somewhat dissatisfied __ ; ( s) dissat-
isfied __ ; ( t) very much dissatisfied __ ; ( u) entirely 
dissatisfied __ . 
25) Do you ever regret your marriage? (check): (u) fre-
quently __ ; (v) occasionally __ ; (x) rarely __ ; (z). 
never __ , 
26) Do you think your mate ever regrets having married 
you? (check): (u) frequently __ ; (v) occasionally 
__ ; ( x) rarely __ ; ( z) never __ , 
T 
FROM COURTSHIP, ENGAGEMENT AND MARRIAGE by Burgess, Wallin 
and Shultz. Copyright 1953, 1954 by J.B.Lippincott Company. 
Published by J.B.Lippincott Company. 
'0 
COURTSHIP, ENGAGEMENT AND MARRIAGE 
PART 2. LOVE 
1) Write in Column 1 the letter which most nearly repre~ 
sents the love you feel for your mate, in this range be~ 
tween "extraordinarily in love" to "somewhat in love." 
Extrao1·di~ I I I I I I I I I I IS ht 7o~~~ly in l) m) n) o) p) q) r) s) t) u) i:7:v~ a 
2) Write in Column 1 letter which indicates the extent to 
which you think your mate is in love with you. 
3) How does your present love for your mate compare with 
your love for your mate before your marriage? (check): 
(l) is very much stronger __ ; ( n) considerably stronger 
__ ; ( o) somewhat stronger __ ; (p) a little stronger 
__ ; ( q) the same __ ; ( r) a little weaker __ ; ( s) 
somewhat weaker __ ; (t) considerably weaker __ ; 
( u) very much weaker __ , 
4) Has your mate ever doubted your love? (check) : (a) 
never __ ; (b) once __ ; (c) rarely __ ; (d) occasion~ 
ally_; (e) often_. 
5) Have you ever doubted your mate's love for you? 
(check): (a) never __ ; (b) once __ ; (c) rarely __ ; 
(d) occasionally __ ; (e) often __ . 
1 
--
--
--
--
--
T 
I 2 
--
--
--
--
.-
FROM COURTSHIP, El'lGAGEMEN'r AND MARRIAGE by Burgess, Wallin 
and Shultz. Copyright 1953,1954 by J.BoLippincott Company. 
Published by J.B.Lippincott Company. · 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
HOW SUCCESSFUL IS YOUR MARRIAGE? 
PART 3· PERSONALITY AND TEMPERAMENT 
Compare on the scale which follows the personality traits of your mate 
and yourself. Place letters portraying your mate's personality traits 
under M, your own under Y, in left-hand column. Write score for 
each in right-hand column when you reach scoring stage. Add both 
scores together to get total score for this section. 
BE SURE TO RATE YOURSELF AND MATE ON EACH TRAIT 
Very Consid- Some- A little Not at M y M 
much so erably what all 
--
--
Angers easily g) h) i) j) k) 
----
Takes responsi-
bility willingly c) d) e) f) g) 
-- --
Stubborn g) h) i) j) k) 
-- ----
Selfish g) h) i) j) k) 
------
Irritable g) h) i) j) k) 
------
Dominating g) h) i) j) k) 
-- --
--
Sense of duty c) d) e) f) g) 
--
--
Sense of humor c) d) e) f) g) 
--
--
Easily hurt g) h) i) j) k) 
--
----
Makes friends 
easily c) d) e) f) g) 
------
Moody g) h) i) j) k) 
------
Likes belonging 
to organizations c) d) e) f) g) 
------
Easily depressed g) h) i) j) k) 
----
Easy-going c) d) e) f) g) 
I 
----
Easily excited c) d) e) f) I g) 
ToTAL I 
y 
-
1-
1-
1-
1-
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
FROM COURTSHIP,ENGAGEMENT AND MARRIAGE by Burgess, Wallin 
and Shultz. Copyright 1953,1954 by J.B.Lippincott Company. 
Publis?ed b,y J.B.Lippincott Company. 
'' COURTSHIP, ENGAGEMENT AND MARRIAGE 
PART 4• INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES 
1) In leisure time do you both prefer to be "on the go" 
( u) all the time __ ; ( v) most of the time __ ; ( w) 
some of the time __ ; to "stay at home" (x) some of 
the time __ ; (y) most of the time __ ; (z) all of the 
time_; (h) or do you differ, one preferring to be on 
the go, the other to stay at home __ , 
2) Do you and your mate engage in outside interests to-
gether: (a) all of them __ ; (b) most of them __ ; (c) 
some of them_; (d) a few of them __ ; (e) none 
of them __ . 
3) Do you kiss your mate: (a) every day __ ; (b) almost 
every day __ ; (c) frequently __ ; (d) occasionally 
--i (e) rarely __ ; (f) almost never __ , 
4) Do you confide in your mate about: (a) everything __ ; 
(b) most things __ ; (c) some things __ ; (d) a few 
things __ ; (e) nothing __ . 
5) Does your mate confide in you about: (a) everything 
--i (b) most things __ ; (c) some things __ ; (d) 
a few things __ ; (e) nothing __ , 
6) Are you satisfied with amount of demonstration of af-
fection in your marriage: (a) yes--; no (d) de-
sir~s less __ ; (e) desires more __ . 
7) Is your mate satisfied with demonstration of affection: 
(a) yes--; no (d) desires less--; (e) desires 
more __ . 
8) Do you think you understand your mate's feelings: (a) 
very well __ ; (b) considerably __ ; (c) somewhat 
--i (d) a little __ ; (e) only slightly __ . 
9) Do you think your mate understands your feelings: (a) 
very well __ ; (b) considerably __ ; (c) somewhat 
--i (d) a little __ ; (e) only slightly __ . 
10) Do you in general talk things over with your mate: ( u) 
almost never __ ; ( v) sometimes __ ; ( w) occasion-
ally __ ; (x) frequently __ ; (y) almost always __ ; 
(z) always_. 
11) Do you feel that your intelligence as compared with 
that of your mate is ( u) higher __ ; ( w) lower __ ; 
(y) equal_. 
1 2 
---
FROM COURrSHIP, ENGAGEMENT AND MARRIAGE by Burgess, Wallin 
and Shultz. Copyright 1953,1954 by J.B.Lippincott 
Published by J. B. Lippincott Company. 
HOW SUCCESSFUL IS YOUR MARRIAGE? 
12) Check any of the following which you and your mate 
both enjoy: (d) going to church __ ; (j) reading __ . ; 
(t) radio __ ; (v) music __ ; (d) parties_·_; (j) 
television __ ; ( t) theater __ ; (d) motion pictures 
__ , (v) public lectures __ ; (t) symphony concerts 
PART 5· CONSENSUS 
1) Do you and your mate both desire children: 
a) very much ................................. . 
b) a good deal ................................ . 
c) somewhat ................................. . 
d) a little .................................... . 
e) not at all .................................. . 
Or does one of you desire children very much or a good 
deal and the other: 
u) not at all .................................. . 
v) a little ................ ; .................... . 
w) somewhat ................................. . 
2) Do you and your mate attend (check): ( z) the same 
church or temple __ ; ( u) different ones __ ; ( v) only 
one attends __ ; ( w) neither attends __ . 
3) How many serious quarrels or arguments have you had 
with your mate in the past twelve months? (check): 
(u) 4 or more_; (v) 3_; (w) 2_; (x) 1_; 
(y) 0_. 
4) Indicate your approximate agreement or disagreement 
with your mate on the following things. Do this for 
each item by putting a check in the column which 
shows extent of your agreement or disagreement. 
T 
1 1 2 
-1-
--1-
---
-.-1-
--1-
FROM COURrSHIP ,ENGAGEMEN'r AND MARRIAGE by Burgess 1 Wallin 
and Shultz. Copyright 1953,1954 by J.B.Lippincott Company. 
Published by J.B.Lippincott Company. 
COURTSHIP, ENGAGEMENT AND MARRIAGE 
Occa- Al-
Al- Al- szon- Pre- most Al-
Write in Col- ways most ally quent- always ways 
umn 1 letter for agree always dis- ly dis- dis- dis-
each item below agree agree agree agree agree 
z) a) b) c) d) e) 
Handling family 
finances 
Matters of 
recreation 
Religious matters 
Demonstration 
of affection 
Friends 
--
Table manners 
Matters of con-
ventionality 
Philosophy of 
life 
Ways of dealing 
with your £ami-
lies 
Wife's working 
Intimate rela-
tions 
Sharing of house-
hold tasks 
Politics 
5) When disagreements arise between you and your mate 
they usually result in (check): ( u) neither giving in 
__ ; ( v) you giving in __ ; ( x) mate giving in_; 
1 2 
--1-
--1-
---
---
---
(z) agreement by mutual give and take __ , --I-
T 
FROM COURTSHIP, ENGAGEMENr AND MARRIAGE by Burgess, Wallin 
and Shultz. Copyright 1953,1954 by J.B.Lippincott Company. 
Published by JoB.Lippincott Company. 
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TABLE I 
CODE USED FOR EXrl'RACTING DATA FROM MARl TAL 
SUCCESS SCHEDULES 
Column Information 
1~3 Serial number (case) 
4 Military rank 
5 Present love of spouse 
for mate as compared 
with love before 
marriage 
••Male spouse viewpoint 
6 Same as 5 except 
--Female spouse 
viewpoint 
7 
8 
Mea.sur•e of agreement of 
spouses as to strength 
of love at present as 
compared with before 
marriage 
Participatory activi~ 
ties, outs:tde the home 
•-Mal~ spouse viewpoint 
9 S~e as 8 except 
Cod~ 
Code.d sequentially from 001 
Coded: 
1 Field Grade Officer 
2 Company Grade Officer 
.3 Sergeant 
4 Ail."'man 
Coded: 
1 Very much stronger 
2 Considerably stronger 
3 Somewhat stronger 
4 A lit.tle stronger 5 The sarne 
6 A little weaker 
7 Somewhat weaker 
8 Considerably weaker 
9 Very much weaker 
Coded in eight progz.•essi ve 
steps from complete agreement 
to maximum disagreement 
1 All activities 
2 Most activities 
.3 Some activities 
4 Fel-J activi tles 
5 Ho activities 
·-Female spouse viewpoint 
10 Participatory activi-
ties 
~-agreement of spouses 
Coded in four progressive steps 
from complete agreement to 
maximum disagreement 
TABLE I (continued) 
Colu.mn 
--
11 Intelligence of mate 
-~Male spouse viewpoint 
Coded: 
1 Ip.tell.igence higher than mate 
2. Intelligence lower than mate 
.3 Intelligence equal to· mate 
12 Same as 11 except 
--Female spouse viewpoint 
13 
14. 
Measure of agreement 
on intelligence 
Sexu'al agreement as to 
i.ntimate relations 
..... Male spouse view_point 
Code4 in two progressive steps 
from complete agreement to 
maximum disagreement 
Coded: 
1 Always agree 
2 Almost always agree 
3 Occasionally disagree 
4 Frequently disagree 
.5 Almost always disagree 
6 Always disagree 
1.5 Same' as 1)~. except 
--Female spouse viewpoint 
16 
17 
Me.asure of agreement 
on sexual intimacy 
betw.een spouses 
Religion,. attendance 
and type of affiliation 
••Male spouse viewpoint 
Coded in five progressive steps 
from complete agr.eement to 
maximum disagreement 
Coded: 
l Attends same church or t·emple 
2 Attend different ones 
3 Only one attends 4 Neither attends 
18 Same as 17· except 
--Female spouse viewpoint 
19 Religion, agreement of 
spouses on attendance 
and affiliation 
'Coded in three progressive steps 
from complete agreement to 
maximum disagreement 
Column 
20 
TABLE: I (continued) 
:Ln.format:ton 
-
Religion, degree of 
agreement or controvel"SY 
--Male spouse viewpoint 
Code 
-
Coded: 
1 Always agree 
2 Almost always ag1lee 
3 Occasionally disagree 
l~ Frequently disagree 
5 Almost always disagree 
6 Always disagree 
66 
21 Same us 20 except 
*•Female spouse viewpoint 
22 
23 
Religlon. measurement 
of agreement between 
spouses 
Handling family finances 
··Male spouse viewpoint 
Coded in five progressive steps 
from complete agreement to 
maximum disagreement 
Coded: 
1 Always agree 
2 Almost always agree 
3 Occa.slonall.y disagree 
~- Frequently disagree 
5 Almost always disagree 
6 Always disagree 
24 Same as 23 ex.cept 
--Female spouse viewpoint 
25 
26 
Measurement of agree• 
ment between spouses 
on finances 
Agreement and disagree~ 
ment on.having children 
in the home 
--Male spouse viewpoint 
27 Ssme as ¢::6 except 
--Female spouse viewpoint 
28 Measure of agreement 
between spouses on 
children 
Coded in five progressive 
steps from complete agreement 
to maximum disagreement 
Coded: 
l Both desire children very much 
2 Both desire children a good 
deal 
3
4 
Both desire 
Both desire 
5 Both desire 
children somewhat 
chlldren a little 
children not at all 
Coded in four progressive steps 
frorn complete agreement to 
maximum d:tsagreement 
TABLE V 
'rhe F Jut tfo is shown for the five parts of the 
Marriage Success ·s ohedu.let 
"PART 11• MY F'EE:LINGS ABOU'l' MY MAHHIAGEn: 
Sum of 
'o 
----------+·.;;.;..u9.J:.ares 
Between 8 means 2,032.9 
Within ll,4B9.3 
- F -~ ............ • 
Sum of. 
df Mean 
---
S9..~ .. re F ratio 
7 ~2 = 290.4 s~ =2~o·~ = ""m 
s2 • 2 1;)9. 72 f :;; 1;)9.6 s p p 
-----
67 
1.80 
------··-· -----~~ qa~ ....... ~_._d_.f~~--s,g, q~~-~-1:-r!.tlP'"'""-·-~ --
407.3 7 s~ = 58.1 s~ = ~ = 1.03 
l!.Jt026.? 72 s~ = 55.9 s~: 9 
:Setween 8 mee.ns 
Withln 
------·-·"'" •• ·1110·~ ~-·----------
Be!j:;ween 8 means 
.·Within 
68 
TABLE V (continued) 
"PAHT 4• INTEI:1J:!:SIJ:'S AND AOTIVI'l'IES": 
Sum of 
..... ., Sgua:res df' Mean Sgua:re F ratio 
Between 8 means 1,295.8 7 s~ = 185.1 s~ =182·~ = 1.54 
8,61;).2 s2 = 2 119. Within 72 119.7 s p p 
UP ART $. CONSENSUS"; 
Sgua:res df' Mean Sgua:re ·F :r:,atio 
Be tween· 8 means 739 • .5 7 s2 - 10$.6 2 m- sm • 10~.6= 
.98 
Within 1,785.5 72 s2 = 108.1 2 10 .1 s p p 
APPENDIX 0 
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:PRESEN~' LOVE OF' SPOUSE 
FIELD GRADE 
3 1 1 
1 1 
1 1 1 l 1 
2 1 
1 2 
2 
COMPANY GRADE 
1 1 l 1 
2 
1 1 l 1 
1 l 
1 1 1 .3 
1 l 1 
1 2 l 1 
l l 
1 1 2 
71 
SERGEAN'l'S 
2 1 1 1 1 
1 l 1 
1 l 1 
1 2 3 
l l 9 1 1 
l l 1 2 1 
1 1 1 1 2 1 
4 2 1 3 
2 1 
AIRMEN 
1 1 
1 1 1 2 1 
2 1 1 1 1 
1 2 1 2: 
1 2 9 5 l 2 
2 1 2 2 
1 1 2. l 
2 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 4 
FIELD GHADE: 
3 
1 
2. 
2 3 
1 3 
COMPANY GRADE 
3 
l 
1 
l 
7 
l 
SERGEAWJ!S 
2 2 
3 17 
l 2 
2 
3 
2 
l 
7 
5 
2 
3 
l 
3 
l 
6 
l 
2 
4 
2 
1 
2 
2 
l 
1 
3 
l 
72 
AIRMEN 
4- 1 
1 12 7 3 
3 4 7 5 
4 3 3 
1 
IWI'ELLIGENCE OF MA'l1E 
FIELD GRADE 
2 2 
l 
1 1 13 
COMPANY GRADE 
1 
l 
l 1 
l 3 21t-
SEHGEAN118 
2 
2 
2 
2 
7 
1 
1 43 
73 
1 
3 
3 
AIRMEN 
2 l 
1 .'3 
2:. 56 
SEXUAL AGREEMENT 
FIELD GRADE 
5 1 
2 
l 
COMPANY GRADE 
8 
l l 
l 
2 
l 2 
2 
l 
4 
2 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
2 
l 
1 
1 
l 
l 
l 
1 
l 
l 
2 
SERGEANTS 
12 7 1 
'7 5 
2 6 4 
2 2 
1 l 
AIHMEN 
16 
2 7 5 2 
3 7 1 
l l .3 
1 l l 
2 
RELIGIOUS A'I'TENDANCE 
FIELD GRADE 
7 
l 
l 
l 
1 
4 
75 
1 
1 
2 
2 
4 
1 
1 
1 
.3 2 
l l 
2 
12 
4 
SERGEANTS 
19 
AIRMEN 
23 
l 
7 
7 
l 
1 
4 
3 8 
2 l 
2. 
7 l 
2 19 
1 
2 
2 21 
76 
RELIG·IOUS AGREEMENT 
FIELD GRADE 
12 l 
l 
l 
COMPANY GRADE 
17 
1 2 
SEHClEANTS 
31 3 
4-
l 
1 
1 
1 
4 
l 
:,. 
1 
l 
2 
3 
1 
3 
77 
1 
2 
1 
1 
l 
1 
2 
1 
78 
AIR~1EN 
37 3 l 
l 2 3 
3 3 3 l 
l 3 J. 
l 2 
l11AMILY FINANCJGS 
FIELD GRADE 
3 2 1 
3 2 1 l 
l 
l 1 
l 2 
1 
COMPANY GRADE 
8 1 l 2 
3 3 1 1 
l 2 l 
l l 2 1 
1 
l l 
79 
SE!H GlliAN~: ,S 
1.4 2 l 
1 5 3 4 l 
3 4 2 l l 
l l 4 3 l 
2 3 1 
l l 
AIRMEN 
9 l 1 
3 5 1-l- s 
3 3 6 3 l 
2 1 3 4 3 
2 1 2 2 
1 
CHILDREN IN THE) HOME 
FIELD GRADE 
11 2. 
2 1 
1 2 
1 
COMPANY GRADE 
20 
2 
1 
:1 
l 
2 
1 
SERGEAN'fS 
.39 
1 
1 
6 
3 
l 
l 
5 
l l 
l 
1 
l l 
AIRMEN 
~.6 
4 
2 
4 
2 
1 
l 
1 l 
1 
1 1 
80 
20 FI8LiD GRADE 
.32 COMPANY GRADE 
60 SERG-EJ\N 'IS 
65 AII-U4EN 
177 TOTAL 
PRESEN11 LOVIi: OF SPOUSE 
FIELD GRADE 
2 • .3 .6 .8 -,,1 
.o ..... 1 
-.1 .6 
... 1 .o 
-.4 -.3 
-.2 .o 0.1 -.2 
.o .. 6 .6 
-.4 
.o 
-.1 .o 
- • .3 
-.2 -.1 .o -.1 
.o .o .o • 8 
-.1 .o .o -.2 
81 
-.2 -.1 -.1 ..... o -.2 
.6 .o -.2 -.2 -.1 
-.1 -.1 -.1 .... 1 •.1 
-.5 ~.2 -.2 .o ,0 
-1.4 -.5 .7 
-·3 .7 
-.2 1.3 t4,,5 .6 .... a 
... 3 -.2 
-·4 -.J . -.l 
-.4. 1.4 
-.3 -.2 
-• .s 
.o -.2 -.2 .... 1 .9 
82 
COIVJ.PANY GRADE 
•1.0 .... _s -.1 .... 1 .6 .8 .8 .o .6 
.o 
-.1 -.1 -.s 1.4 .o -.3 .... 3 -.1 
.8 .o .2 
·4 .... 1 .8 .... 1 .... 1 .... 1 
,6 .o 
-.1 
-·3 -.9 .6 -.3 .o .o 
.o .4 .4 .2 .... 9 -.9 -.3 .... .!) -.3 
.o -.1 .o .... 5 .6 -1.0 .-1 .... ,s .6 
•. 6 -.1 .o -.1 1.4 •. 6 .2 ~.5 
-.1 
.o .o .o 
-.1 
-·7 •. 1 -.5 -·3 .1 
-.1 •. o ' .o 
··3 ' .o ' .6 ' •. 6 -.1 ,. ·3 
SERGEANTS 
.... o 
-.o -.3 .• 6 
·3 -·3 -.3 .o ' .. ,) 
.o .6 
-·3 -.o •l.O .• o ·3 -.6 ..... 3 
.... 3 .o 
-·3 ... o --3 ... J .6 ··3 ··.3 
.... 6 .o '.6 1.3 1.,3 ... ,6 .... 6 .o .o 
.o .... o -1.0 
-·.3 1.5 -1.6 ... 6 ... o .J 
.o .6 .o .... o 
·3 .9 .,3 -1.0 .) 
.3 .... 3 .o .6 ... o .... 6 
-·3 .9 .6 
.o .o .o 
-·3 2.6 -1.6 .9 ·3 1.3 
-.3 .o .• o 1.3 .o -.6 -.6 
-·.3 -2.0 
-1.2 -.1 -.3 -.J -.7 •o3 
-·.3 .o ..... 7 
.o ..• 3 .6 ... 1 -1.1 .o ' .• 2 1.2 .6 
.... 3 .o .5 -.1 .6 ..• 3 
-·3 .6 .6 
.2 .o 
-·3 -.7 .1 .2 1.2 .o .o 
.o -1.1 .... 1 .s .9 3.1 .• 2 .B -.7 
.o .... 3 .o .8 
- .. 7 -1.2 .• l .• 8 ..... 7 
-.f»7 .6 .o -.,as •1 .• 1 .2 .5 -<.1 
-·.3 
.o .o .o ..... 3 
-1.4 .1 - .• 1 .2 ..... 8 
.6 .o .o ••• 7 .o .. 2 .2 .6 ,6 
TO'l\A.L 
, 
3 1' 1 2 1 l 2 0 
l 1 3 3 2 2 l 
1 tl- 3 1 1 1 l 1 
2 1 2 5 2 2 
3 3 l.t- 22 5 2 J 2 
1 3 2 6 5 3 2 
2 l 1 3 2 1+ 3 l 
1 4 5 3 2 5 
1 2 2 2 1 9 
84 
PARTICIPA1l'ORY ACTIVITIES 
FIELD GHADE 
-1.0 
··3 .7 -.1 .o 
-.4 -1.3 .... o -1.3 1.7 
-.5 -.7 .o 1e9 .4 
.... 1 
-.4 -.7 .... 6 1.1 
.o .o .7 1.7 -.5 
COMPANY GRADE 
1 • .3 .4 
-·3 .... 1 .o 
-.1 .... o -1,2 .8 ..... 3 
.l ... a ... o •1.6 1.1 
o8 
-·1 .7 -.o -1.4 
.o .o .6 1.0 .1 
SERGEANTS 
-1.0 .9 .... 6 .6 •. o 
1.6 ,3.8 .9 1.9 -.6 
.... 6 
-·3 -.7 -2.0 ... 6 
- • .3 -1.3 -·.3 .... o .2 
.o .o .... 6 o2 .... 6 
85 
.6 ... 1.1 .2 .... J .o 
.... 4 ... 2 • .3 
·3 -1.4 .... 7 
l.l 1.4 
·7 1.6 -.8 
.... 3 2 ~ .. .lj. .? .o 
.. o .o 
-.7 3·0 1.1 
TOT AT .. 
9 3 2 l 
4 39 18 12 2 
~ 7 1'7 9 t! 
"" 
l ~~- 7 6 8 
2 ll t~ :,) 
IN~eltLLIGI~N\CE OF MA'l'E 
FIEl~D GRADE 
1 .. 4 .... 5 .7 
- .. l~ --.5 .7 
.4 .5 -2.2 
COMPANY GHADE 
.• 1 .. 1 .... 9 
.2 - .• 9 ..... 3 
.1 2 .• 2 .... 4 
~3 ·3 3·2 
.6 ·3 ·3 
""o6 ... 1.3 •2.9 
AIRHEJN 
-1.8 .1 -3.0 
-.4 1.1 ... 7 
.1 -1.4 6.0 
TOTAL 
5 , 11 
4 5 2 
, 4 136 
86 
87 
SEXUAL AGREEMENT 
FIELD GRADE 
.4 .l ··3 1.6 -.1 .6 
-.3 -1.6 -1.2 .6 ""'•.3 .o 
.... 2 
-.4 .... 1 .2 .7 .o 
.... 1 .... ) .... a ... 7 .,3 .4 
.o ... 1 .6 .... J .... 1 .... 3 
-.1 -.2 .o .6 .6 
-4 
COMPANY GRADE 
.6 -1.4 1.4 .4 .a -.5 
.4 -1.7 -.9 -.5 .4 .o 
··3 .2 .s -.2 ··3 .o 
-.1 1.4 -.3 ·1 -1.0 1.1 
.o -.1 
-.5 .4 -.1 -.5 
.8 1.6 .o 
-.5 -.5 -.9 
SERGEANTS 
-1.8 4.2 ... o -1.0 
-.3 -.o 
•1.0 1.9 1 •. 2 -1.0 .... o .o 
1.3 
-1•3 -.4 1.6 .... 6 .o 
-·3 -1.0 1.3 .... 3 .... o -1.6 
.o ... J .... o .... o 
-·3 .9 
-.3 .... 6 .o -1.0 -1.0 2.3 
88 
AIHMEN 
.9 -2.9 .. 1.1 -1.1 
-·.3 ... 1 
.8 1.4 .9 .8 -.1 .o 
.. 7 .. 1.5 -o -1.5 •. 2 .o 
• 6 .... 1 
-·7 .Lt . ·7 .1 
.o .6 .... 1 .... 1 .6 ... l 
..... ) 
-.7 .o .8 .G -1.8 
41 8 .3 3 l 3 
3 1.5 11 3 3 
2 4 19 7 2 
1 3 2 7 6 5 
1 3 3 1 3 
1 2 3 3 5 
RELIGIOUS Nl'TENDANOE 
FIEI,D GRADE 
.1 .o .6 
··3 
.o -1.1 ..... 2 .8 
-.1 .7 1.5 .... 3 
.o .o 
-.7 -.9 
89 
COMPANY GRADE 
1.0 .o 
-.5 .4. 
.o .$ 
-·3 .... 1 
-.1 
-.3 .o ... , 
.o .o 1.7 -1.,'5 
SERGEAN'£S 
-1.6 .o .9 ... o 
.o .5 1.3 
-·3 
-.3 -.6 -.4 .... o 
.o .o 
-·3 1.0 
AIRMEN 
.6 .o -1.1 .... 1 
.o .o .... 7 
··3 
.6 .2 -1.0 .8 
.o .o .... , 1.5 
TOTAL 
61 3 3 
19 2 1 
1 2 22 3 
7 .53 
90 
RELIGIOUS AGREEMENT 
FIELD GRADE 
l.l .2 -.2 •oJ . -.2 -.2 
.6 .... 8 •l.O .o .... 1 .o 
.o 
-.4 .... , ..... 5 -.1 ... l 
.a 
-.1 -.2 .... 6 -.2 .8 
... o .o 
-.1 .a -.2 .o 
~·o .o .o 2.5 -.1 
-·4 
OOMPAJ.IlY GRADE 
-.4 -1.2 .6 
·4 .6 1.6 
·4 .s ·3 .o -.1 .o 
.o 
-.7 .1 .... 9 .a ... 1 
-.1 -.1 o6 -1.0 
-·3 -.1 
.o .o .... 1 
-.1 
-·.3 .o 
.o .o .o .2 .... 1 .2 
SERGEANTS 
-1.7 .6 .3 .... o 
·3 ... 6 
-1.0 1.2 .9 .o .6 .o 
.o 
··3 .... 6 ·.'3 -·3 -·3 
.... 3 .6 -,6 .9 
·3 -.3 
.o .o .6 
-·.3 1.3 .o 
.o .o .o 
-1.3 
- • .3 .... 3 
91 
AIRMEN 
1.4 .4 -.7 ... ,1 
-·7 .... 7 . 
-.1 
-.9 
--3 ,0 -·3 .o 
.o 1.5 1.1 1.1 
··3 .6 
-·3 ··3 .2 .7 .2 -.3 
.o .o . ... •. 3 
-.3 -.7 .o 
.o .o .o 
-1.4 .. 6 .s 
TOTAL 
97 7 2 3 2 2 
3 8 9 .1 
L~ ~ 5 .1 .1 
1 1 2 6 .2 1 
1 1 2 
4 1 4 
FAMILY. FINANCES 
FIELD GRADE 
-.8 -.4 1,6 .7 
-·3 .o 
-.4 1.2 .6 -.2· .... 2 .8 
.o -.6 -.7 -1.0 .2 -.3 
-.2 .5 . ,6 -.7 -1.0 -.5 
.o .s -.2 1.3 .... 2 -.3 
.o -.1 .7 .o -.1 -.2 
92 
COMPANY GRADE; 
1.8 .2 
- • .5 .6 1.4 .o 
-.7 .1 .8 .... 9 .6 -.1 
.o -1.,0 ... 1.2 ... ,6 .. 7 .4 
.. 6 .2 ~(!5 -1.2 '.J .1 
.o .2 .... 3 -1.0 .... .3 
··5 
.o .. 8 ..... 3 .o -.1 .6 
SERUEANTS 
2.5 .6 -1.e .... 6 
··o .o 
• 
.... 3 ... 4 ·1.0 .2 
·3 -·3 
.o .9 1o6 •1,0 ... 1!>3 .... o 
.3 -1.3 -.o 1 .. 6 .... o -.6 
.o .6 ..... 6 .. 9 .... 6 ..... o 
.o 
-.3 
·.3 .o -.,3 ·3 
AIRMEN 
... 3.lj. ... l.t . 
-.1 .... .7 -1 .. 1 .o 
1 .. 5 .... 8 
--4 .9 -.7 -.:3 
.o .7 .. 4 2.6 
·4 .... 1 
... 7 .5 .... 1 .4 .6 1~1 
,0 
-1 .. 4. 1.2 ... 1('2 1 .. 2 ,8 
.o 
-.3 -.7 .o .6 -.7 
93 
TO:l'AL 
34 4 3 2 3 
4 16 12 11 2 1 
6. 7 9 7 3 
2 4 3 7 9 5 
4 2 6 2 3 
1 2 1 2 
CHILDREN IN ':J:lBE HOME 
FIELD GRADE 
-1.9 .7 ~.2 -.1 .o 
.9 -1.0 -.7 .8 .o 
.6 1.4 .o .o .o 
.5 -.1 -.2 .o -.1 
..... 1 .o .o .... 1 
··3 
COMPANY GRADE 
... a 
-.9 -.J. -.1 .o 
.3 .J -.2 -.1 .o 
··4 .1 .o .o .o 
1.2 -.1 
-.3 .o .8 
.... 1 .o .o -.1 .4 
.... 2 2.2 
·3 .... 3 .o 
-2 .. 0 -~0 2 .. 6 
... "3 .o 
.... o 
-1..6 .o .o .. o 
~-3 
- .. 3 .3 .o ~t.-3 
.6 .o .o 
--3 .... o 
AIHMEN 
3·4 -2.0 .2 .6 .o 
,.6 .6 -1.5 -.3 .. o 
-1.,1 .1 ~oO .. o .o 
-1.4 .6 -2 .o .... 3 
.... .3 .. o .. o .. 6 - .. l 
'J.lOTAL 
116 11 2 l 
9 9 7 l 
.3 5 
L:. 1 2 1 
J .. 1 3 
